EZ Does It – Random Trivia

September EZ Does It Trivia
by LeAndra Smith, ADC, CDP

This activity includes 30 questions on a variety of topics. The questions are
accompanied by the answers and additional information for discussion.
There are several activity possibilities:
•

For a group activity, read and discuss the trivia
questions and answers.

•

For independent activities, print and distribute
fill-in-the-blank copies of the questions without
the answers. Also available are the questions
with the answers.

1. What well-known businessman and railroad magnate is known by the
initials “J.P.”: Barnum or Morgan?
Answer: J.P. Morgan. The initials stand for John Pierpont. Barnum
was called P.T, for Phineas Taylor.
2. True or false? A, B, AB, and O are the four types of blood.
Answer: True. Persons with AB positive blood type are known as
universal recipients because the person can receive a blood transfusion
from anyone. Persons with O negative blood can give to anyone.
3. How many bowling pins must be knocked down at once to get a
strike: six or ten pins?
Answer: Ten pins. Fun fact: If you make three strikes in a row, it’s
called a turkey.
4. What country produces the most wine: England or Italy?
Answer: Italy. France is a close second.
5. Where would you be if you were hunting wallabies with a boomerang:
Mexico or Australia?
Answer: Australia. Although commonly considered Australian in origin,
boomerangs have been found in ancient Egypt, Europe, and North America.
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6.

What is the term for a plane that is built to land on water: an airplane
or a seaplane?
Answer: A seaplane. There are two types of air/watercraft:
floatplanes and flying boats.

7.

What is the term for a hairline that comes to a point in the middle of
the forehead: widow-maker or widow’s peak?
Answer: Widow’s peak. The term comes from its resemblance to a
hood widows used to wear when mourning.

8.

What type of water formation is the Euphrates: lake or river?
Answer: A river. It is the longest river in western Asia.

9.

What kind of house is considered lodging for ranch hands: a flat or
a bunkhouse?
Answer: Bunkhouse. Most bunkhouses had no indoor plumbing or
electricity until the 20th century. Flat is a British term for an apartment.

10. The capital city of what country is Lima: Sweden or Peru?
Answer: Peru. Lima is located on the Pacific coast. The capital of
Sweden is Stockholm.
11. What kind of columns are Dear Abby and Ask Ann Landers: film
reviews or advice?
Answer: Advice. Abigail Van Buren was the pen name for Pauline Esther
Freidman Phillips, who wrote Dear Abby. Her twin sister was Esther
Pauline Freidman Lederer, who wrote the Ask Ann Landers column.
12. What would you use to adjust wood in a fireplace: spatula or poker?
Answer: Poker. A fireplace poker is also known as a fire iron.
13. Finish the 1957 song title “A White Sport ________”: Shoe or Coat?
Answer: Coat. The song was a No. 1 hit on the U.S. country charts
for songwriter Marty Robbins that year.
14. Who was the author of the book For Whom the Bell Tolls: Ernest
Borgnine or Ernest Hemingway?
Answer: Ernest Hemingway. The novel is considered by many as one of
Hemingway’s most significant publications. Ernest Borgnine was an actor.
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15. What is the name of the space capsule that astronaut John Glenn
used to orbit Earth in 1962: Good Ship Lollipop or Friendship 7?
Answer: Friendship 7. It took Glenn four hours, 55 minutes, and
23 seconds to complete the flight. “On the Good Ship Lollipop” was
the title of a Shirley Temple song.
16. What is the capital city of Canada: Winnipeg or Ottawa?
Answer: Ottawa. Toronto was one of the contenders to become the
capital before Queen Victoria officially chose Ottawa in 1857.
17. What is the term for the mathematical study of shapes and threedimensional objects: statistics or geometry?
Answer: Geometry. Geometry can be found in several early cultures,
but the Greek mathematician Euclid was the first to record the
principles of this branch of mathematics.
18. What musical by Oscar Hammerstein II is about a boat on the
Mississippi River: Anything Goes or Show Boat?
Answer: Show Boat. Cole Porter’s Anything Goes takes place on an
ocean liner in the Atlantic Ocean.
19. What cereal is known as the “The Breakfast of Champions”: Special K
or Wheaties?
Answer: Wheaties. For the first 25 years or so, athletes were only
pictured on the side of the Wheaties box. In 1958, Bob Richards was
the first athlete whose picture appeared on the front of the box.
20. What silent film star was known as “The Great Lover”: Charlie Chaplin
or Rudolph Valentino?
Answer: Rudolph Valentino. His first successful film was The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse in 1921.
21. What beverage rhymes with sea: milk or tea?
Answer: Tea. Fun fact: Tea is the most popular drink around the world.
22. What novel by Charles Dickens is about an orphan in London: A Tale
of Two Cities or Oliver Twist?
Answer: Oliver Twist. First published as a serial beginning in 1837,
the book was published in 1838.
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23. The basic dance step called a “box step” is the most common in what
ballroom dance: tango or waltz?
Answer: Waltz. Early forms of the dance can be found as far back as
1580, but waltzing first became fashionable in the 1780s in Vienna, Italy.
24. What color flag would you wave if you intended to surrender: a red flag
or a white flag?
Answer: A white flag. The custom has been used for centuries by
soldiers worldwide, including in ancient Roman times and during the
Eastern Han dynasty in China.
25. What part of a grandfather clock swings back and forth and helps
keep the timing accurate: the minute hand or the pendulum?
Answer: The pendulum. The seconds pendulum, which is 39 inches
long (approximately one meter), is always used in grandfather clocks.
Different types of clocks use oscillators of varying lengths. Big Ben,
for example, uses a longer two-second pendulum, which is 13 feet
long (4 meters).
26. What kind of padded equipment is used during a professional boxing
match: shoulder pads or gloves?
Answer: Gloves. Padded headgear is used by all boxers when training
and during amateur matches. Football players wear shoulder pads.
27. In the military, what right-hand movement is a sign of respect for a
superior officer: the peace sign or salute?
Answer: Salute. It is believed that the practice originated in medieval
times when knights would raise their visor to show their faces when
greeting each other.
28. Complete the phrase “chip off the old ____”: box or block?
Answer: Block. The phrase is meant to indicate that a person has
similar traits to their parent, either physically or behaviorally.
29. Which rabbit is larger: cottontail rabbit or jackrabbit?
Answer: Jackrabbit. Jackrabbits and cottontail rabbits belong to the
same family but are different species. Jackrabbits are generally larger
and have longer feet and ears.
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30. In what sport can a free throw be used: baseball or basketball?
Answer: Basketball. A free throw is an opportunity for a player to
score a point without the opposing team blocking the shot.
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EZ Does It Trivia
(Questions Only)

1.

What well-known businessman and railroad magnate is known by
the initials “J.P.”: Barnum or Morgan?
Answer:

2.

True or false? A, B, AB, and O are the four types of blood.
Answer:

3.

How many bowling pins must be knocked down at once to get a
strike: six or ten pins?
Answer:

4.

What country produces the most wine: England or Italy?
Answer:

5.

Where would you be if you were hunting wallabies with a
boomerang: Mexico or Australia?
Answer:

6.

What is the term for a plane that is built to land on water: an
airplane or a seaplane?
Answer:

7.

What is the term for a hairline that comes to a point in the middle of
the forehead: widow-maker or widow’s peak?
Answer:
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8.

What type of water formation is the Euphrates: lake or river?
Answer:

9.

What kind of house is considered lodging for ranch hands: a flat or
a bunkhouse?
Answer:

10. The capital city of what country is Lima: Sweden or Peru?
Answer:
11. What kind of columns are Dear Abby and Ask Ann Landers: film
reviews or advice?
Answer:
12. What would you use to adjust wood in a fireplace: spatula or poker?
Answer:
13. Finish the 1957 song title “A White Sport ________”: Shoe or Coat?
Answer:
14. Who was the author of the book For Whom the Bell Tolls:
Ernest Borgnine or Ernest Hemingway?
Answer:
15. What is the name of the space capsule that astronaut John Glenn
used to orbit Earth in 1962: Good Ship Lollipop or Friendship 7?
Answer:
16. What is the capital city of Canada: Winnipeg or Ottawa?
Answer:
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17. What is the term for the mathematical study of shapes and
three-dimensional objects: statistics or geometry?
Answer:
18. What musical by Oscar Hammerstein II is about a boat on the
Mississippi River: Anything Goes or Show Boat?
Answer:
19. What cereal is known as the “The Breakfast of Champions”:
Special K or Wheaties?
Answer:
20. What silent film star was known as “The Great Lover”: Charlie Chaplin
or Rudolph Valentino?
Answer:
21. What beverage rhymes with sea: milk or tea?
Answer:
22. What novel by Charles Dickens is about an orphan in London:
A Tale of Two Cities or Oliver Twist?
Answer:
23. The basic dance step called a “box step” is the most common in
what ballroom dance: tango or waltz?
Answer:
24. What color flag would you wave if you intended to surrender: a red
flag or a white flag?
Answer:
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25. What part of a grandfather clock swings back and forth and helps
keep the timing accurate: the minute hand or the pendulum?
Answer:
26. What kind of padded equipment is used during a professional
boxing match: shoulder pads or gloves?
Answer:
27. In the military, what right-hand movement is a sign of respect for a
superior officer: the peace sign or salute?
Answer:
28. Complete the phrase “chip off the old ____”: box or block?
Answer:
29. Which rabbit is larger: cottontail rabbit or jackrabbit?
Answer:
30. In what sport can a free throw be used: baseball or basketball?
Answer:
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EZ Does It Trivia
(Questions with Answers)

1.

What well-known businessman and railroad magnate is known by
the initials “J.P.”: Barnum or Morgan?
Answer: J.P. Morgan. The initials stand for John Pierpont. Barnum
was called P.T, for Phineas Taylor.

2.

True or false? A, B, AB, and O are the four types of blood.
Answer: True. Persons with AB positive blood type are known as
universal recipients because the person can receive a blood transfusion
from anyone. Persons with O negative blood can give to anyone.

3.

How many bowling pins must be knocked down at once to get a
strike: six or ten pins?
Answer: Ten pins. Fun fact: If you make three strikes in a row, it’s
called a turkey.

4.

What country produces the most wine: England or Italy?
Answer: Italy. France is a close second.

5.

Where would you be if you were hunting wallabies with a
boomerang: Mexico or Australia?
Answer: Australia. Although commonly considered Australian in
origin, boomerangs have been found in ancient Egypt, Europe, and
North America.
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6.

What is the term for a plane that is built to land on water: an
airplane or a seaplane?
Answer: A seaplane. There are two types of air/watercraft:
floatplanes and flying boats.

7.

What is the term for a hairline that comes to a point in the middle
of the forehead: widow-maker or widow’s peak?
Answer: Widow’s peak. The term comes from its resemblance to a
hood widows used to wear when mourning.

8.

What type of water formation is the Euphrates: lake or river?
Answer: A river. It is the longest river in western Asia.

9.

What kind of house is considered lodging for ranch hands: a flat or
a bunkhouse?
Answer: Bunkhouse. Most bunkhouses had no indoor plumbing or
electricity until the 20th century. Flat is a British term for an apartment.

10. The capital city of what country is Lima: Sweden or Peru?
Answer: Peru. Lima is located on the Pacific coast. The capital of
Sweden is Stockholm.
11. What kind of columns are Dear Abby and Ask Ann Landers: film
reviews or advice?
Answer: Advice. Abigail Van Buren was the pen name for
Pauline Esther Freidman Phillips, who wrote Dear Abby. Her
twin sister was Esther Pauline Freidman Lederer, who wrote the
Ask Ann Landers column.
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12. What would you use to adjust wood in a fireplace: spatula or poker?
Answer: Poker. A fireplace poker is also known as a fire iron.
13. Finish the 1957 song title “A White Sport ________”: Shoe or Coat?
Answer: Coat. The song was a No. 1 hit on the U.S. country charts
for songwriter Marty Robbins that year.
14. Who was the author of the book For Whom the Bell Tolls: Ernest
Borgnine or Ernest Hemingway?
Answer: Ernest Hemingway. The novel is considered by many as
one of Hemingway’s most significant publications. Ernest Borgnine
was an actor.
15. What is the name of the space capsule that astronaut John Glenn
used to orbit Earth in 1962: Good Ship Lollipop or Friendship 7?
Answer: Friendship 7. It took Glenn four hours, 55 minutes, and
23 seconds to complete the flight. “On the Good Ship Lollipop”
was the title of a Shirley Temple song.
16. What is the capital city of Canada: Winnipeg or Ottawa?
Answer: Ottawa. Toronto was one of the contenders to become the
capital before Queen Victoria officially chose Ottawa in 1857.
17. What is the term for the mathematical study of shapes and
three-dimensional objects: statistics or geometry?
Answer: Geometry. Geometry can be found in several early
cultures, but the Greek mathematician Euclid was the first to record
the principles of this branch of mathematics.
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18. What musical by Oscar Hammerstein II is about a boat on the
Mississippi River: Anything Goes or Show Boat?
Answer: Show Boat. Cole Porter’s Anything Goes takes place on
an ocean liner in the Atlantic Ocean.
19. What cereal is known as the “The Breakfast of Champions”:
Special K or Wheaties?
Answer: Wheaties. For the first 25 years or so, athletes were only
pictured on the side of the Wheaties box. In 1958, Bob Richards
was the first athlete whose picture appeared on the front of the box.
20. What silent film star was known as “The Great Lover”: Charlie
Chaplin or Rudolph Valentino?
Answer: Rudolph Valentino. His first successful film was The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse in 1921.
21. What beverage rhymes with sea: milk or tea?
Answer: Tea. Fun fact: Tea is the most popular drink around the world.
22. What novel by Charles Dickens is about an orphan in London:
A Tale of Two Cities or Oliver Twist?
Answer: Oliver Twist. First published as a serial beginning in 1837,
the book was published in 1838.
23. The basic dance step called a “box step” is the most common in
what ballroom dance: tango or waltz?
Answer: Waltz. Early forms of the dance can be found as far back
as 1580, but waltzing first became fashionable in the 1780s in
Vienna, Italy.
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24. What color flag would you wave if you intended to surrender: a red
flag or a white flag?
Answer: A white flag. The custom has been used for centuries by
soldiers worldwide, including in ancient Roman times and during
the Eastern Han dynasty in China.
25. What part of a grandfather clock swings back and forth and helps
keep the timing accurate: the minute hand or the pendulum?
Answer: The pendulum. The seconds pendulum, which is
39 inches long (approximately one meter), is always used in
grandfather clocks. Different types of clocks use oscillators of
varying lengths. Big Ben, for example, uses a longer two-second
pendulum, which is 13 feet long (4 meters).
26. What kind of padded equipment is used during a professional
boxing match: shoulder pads or gloves?
Answer: Gloves. Padded headgear is used by all boxers when
training and during amateur matches. Football players wear
shoulder pads.
27. In the military, what right-hand movement is a sign of respect for a
superior officer: the peace sign or salute?
Answer: Salute. It is believed that the practice originated in
medieval times when knights would raise their visor to show their
faces when greeting each other.
28. Complete the phrase “chip off the old ____”: box or block?
Answer: Block. The phrase is meant to indicate that a person has
similar traits to their parent, either physically or behaviorally.
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29. Which rabbit is larger: cottontail rabbit or jackrabbit?
Answer: Jackrabbit. Jackrabbits and cottontail rabbits belong to
the same family but are different species. Jackrabbits are generally
larger and have longer feet and ears.
30. In what sport can a free throw be used: baseball or basketball?
Answer: Basketball. A free throw is an opportunity for a player to
score a point without the opposing team blocking the shot.
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